ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Metamorphic parallel mechanisms (MPMs) [1] are a class of parallel mechanisms that possess adaptability and reconfigurability to change permanent finite mobility based on topological structure change. This strengthens the advantages of traditional parallel mechanisms [2] in applications requiring high stiffness, low inertia, good accuracy, and also variable mobility for different products or scenarios, like machining simple to complex mechanical parts in industry, rehabilitation for different joint axes in human therapy. Corresponding mobility change of the parallel robots or machines helps increase the precision, simplify control, save energy and reduce risk by removing extra degrees of freedom.
The metamorphic parallel mechanism presented in this paper originated from a class of metamorphic parallel mechanisms using a reconfigurable Hooke joint [3] based on the principle of changing mobility by changing mechanism geometric constraint. Another way to make the mechanism reconfigurable relies on link coincidence and locking [4] . Related work of metamorphic mechanisms started from 1990s with work on reconfigurable packaging [4] and kinematotropic linkages [5] . Later and recent research includes ortho-planar metamorphic mechanisms [6] , metamorphic underwater vehicle [7] , metamorphic descriptions [8, 9] , kinematotropic parallel mechanisms [10] , metamorphic parallel mechanisms [3, 11] and parallel mechanisms with multiple operation modes [12] .
The mechanism investigated in this paper has three topologies with pure translational, pure rotational and 3T1R degrees of freedom. In addition to the mobility change, the rotation center of the pure-rotation topology can be also reconfigured along the line perpendicular to the base plane. This is very novel comparing with other spherical parallel mechanisms [13] [14] [15] of which the rotation centers are normally fixed in the design. Much work has been carried out on spherical parallel mechanisms due to their wide applications including robot wrist [13] , camera orienting [14] , and rehabilitation [15] . Among the research topics on spherical parallel mechanisms, kinematics and workspace analysis attracted much attention. Various novel kinematics models [16] [17] [18] were proposed and solved analytically to get the eight forward kinematics solutions. In the workspace representation, tilt-and-torsion (T&T) angle method showed great advantages on both workspace illustration and singularity analysis [19] . Working and assembly modes were also clearly explained based on the T&T angles [20] by relating the forward kinematics solutions to the limb singularity. This was then extended to determine the concurrent forward kinematics solution by investigating the limb link relations with the singularity formula signs [21] . In this paper the T&T angles are also used to demonstrate the controllable workspace of the new metamorphic parallel mechanism with controllable rotation center.
The paper is arranged in the following structure. Section 1 introduced the geometric structure of the metamorphic parallel mechanism and screw based topology reconfiguration. Controllable rotation center was presented in section 2 and a 6 by 6 Jacobian matrix was built and used to identify the singularity configurations. Based on this, section 3 presented the workspace variation associated with different rotation centers.
GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF THE 3-(RT)P(RT) METAMORPHIC PARALLEL MECHANISM BASED ON A RECONFIGURABLE HOOKE (RT) JOINT

Geometric structure and reconfiguration of The 3-(rT)P(rT) metamorphic parallel mechanism
The 3-(rT)P(rT) metamorphic parallel mechanism is generated by assembling a base, a platform and three (rT)P(rT) limbs as in Fig. 1 . Each limb consists of a prismatic joint with two reconfigurable rT joint [1] at the two ends and the ring parts of the rT joints are connected to the based and platform respectively. For convenience, the rT joint connected to the base is called base rT joint and the other called platform rT joint. Based on the symbols in [1] , the limb is defined as (rT) g3 P(rT) g3 in which the radial axis of the ring part of the rT joint has an arbitrary angle with the ring part link. The three limbs support the platform symmetrically around a reference circle of radius r a and connect to the base around a circle of radius r b . All the radial axes of the rT joints intersect at point O as in Fig. 1 
where s i2 is perpendicular to s i3 . Calculating the reciprocal screws to the 5-system in (1), the limb constraint system is
This gives a constraint force vector parallel with s 12 which shows three perpendicular constraint forces intersecting at point O. Thus, three translational DOFs of the moving platform are constrained and the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism has pure rotational DOFs.
Based on the configuration in Fig.1 , when altering the radial axes (s i1 and s i5 ) of the two rT joints in each limb to be parallel to each other, the mechanism will have pure translational DOFs as in Fig. 2 (a) . Specially, when the two parallel radial axes (s i1 and s i5 ) are perpendicular to the base plane, the mechanism becomes a 4-DOF configuration of 3-(rT) g2 P(rT) g1 with three translations and one rotation about z-axis as in Fig. 2 In the following, the focus is on the pure rotational topology 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 of this metamorphic parallel mechanism.
Geometric parameters and inverse kinematics of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 Metamorphic Parallel Mechanism
Attach another platform coordinate frame Ox'y'z' at the rotation center O with z' axis perpendicular to the platform and y axis parallel to A 1 A 0 . When the platform is at the initial configuration, the platform coordinate frame is coincident with the global coordinate frame. In each limb, the radial axis of the base rT joint s i1 forms an angle α b with z-axis and hence called base-rT-joint angle, the radial axis of the platform rT joint s i5 forms an angle α a with z'-axis and hence called platform-rTjoint angle. Thus the base radius r b and base-rT-joint angle α b describe the geometric structure of the base while the platform radius r a and platform-rT-joint angle α a show the geometric structure of the platform.
Let i a' denote the platform-rT-joint position vectors of center A i expressed in the platform coordinate frame Ox'y'z', d i and d i denote the length and limb translation vector from point B i to A i in the global coordinate frame Oxyz. Based on these settings and the geometric structure of the mechanism, the base-rT-joint position vectors can be determined as:
( 1, 2,3)
The platform-rT-joint position vectors can be expressed in the platform coordinate frame as 
Let R be the 3×3 rotational matrix denoting the orientation of the moving coordinate frame with respect to the global coordinate frame, the closed-loop equation of each limb can be expressed in the global coordinate frame as 1 2 3
When R is known, the inverse kinematics of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism is to get the input d i which can be obtained by calculating (6) as:
This will be used in the controllable workspace analysis in the following sections.
CONTROLLABLE ROTATION CENTER OF THE 3-(RT) G3 P(RT) G3
METAMORPHIC PARALLEL MECHANISM As the radial axis of the rT joint can be rotated about the bracket axis by any angle, directions of the radial axes s i1 and s i5 in each limb can be altered freely, hence the intersecting point O can be moved along z-axis as in Fig. 3 .
The controllable rotation center
Assuming that the platform is at the initial configuration, the intersecting point O is changed from O to O' by rotating the radial axes of the rT joints, base-rT-joint angle α b and platformrT-joint angle α a are changed to α′ b and α′ a respectively, the constraint equation among these parameters can be obtained as:
where Δh is the distance between O and O'. When the change from O to O' is to the positive direction of z-axis, the sign before Δh in (5) is ‗', otherwise it is ‗'. Thus, by altering the rT joint to change the position of the intersecting point O from negative infinite to positive infinite of z-axis, the platform can rotate about any point on the z-axis and the change follows the rule in (5). Hence, the rotation centre of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism can be controlled according to the requirement.
Singularities associated with the rotation-centre change
The infinitesimal twist of the moving platform of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism can be written as the linear combination of instantaneous twists of each limb: 
where S G represents the infinitesimal twist of the moving platform, S ij (j=1,2,3,4,5) denotes the unit screw of the jth 1- Equations in (10) can be rewritten in matrix form as: 
where
Thus J is the Jacobian matrix. The first three rows of J represent three forces intersecting at point O and given by the geometric structure of the limbs, which constrain the translation of the platform along three directions. When the platform is parallel to the base and there is no rotation about z-axis, the three constraint forces are on a plane parallel to the base. Thus, one of them is redundant and J is singular, resulting in constraint singularity [22] . The platform can have infinitesimal rotation about and translation along z-axis at this configuration [23] .
Another singularity happens when any limb i passes through point O, which means A i , O and B i are co-line as in Fig. 4 (a) . This is based on that limb i can rotate along s i1 = s i5 freely involving only passive joints and leaving the platform fixed, resulting in Redundant Passive Motion (RPM) singularity [24] . By further analyzing the constraint screw supplied by limb i, it shows that one more constraint torque appears due to the fact that s i1 = s i5 as
The extra torque is perpendicular to both the two rotational axes of the rT joints in limb i. Thus there are four geometric constraints on the platform which looses one degree of freedom at this special configuration, leading to Impossible Output (IO) singularity [24] as the platform cannot reach the rotation constrained by the extra torque in (12) .
The last three rows of J represent three actuation forces acting along the three limbs, which give further three torque constraints to fix the platform at a desired configuration in addition to the three geometric constraint forces. As d i passes through O and the corresponding actuation constraint becomes:
Thus the constraint-torque part in limb i becomes zero and the input in limb i will be afforded by the constraint forces intersecting at point O, leading to Impossible Input (II) singularity [24] . Based on above, when any limb passes the rotation centre O, three kinds of singularities (IO, RPM and II) occur. Considering the controllable rotation centre of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism, a special singularity configuration can be found as in Fig. 4(b) . When the base-rTjoint angle α b equals to the platform-rT-joint angle α a , indicating that the radial axes s i1 and s i5 in all three limbs are co-line, the mechanism is under singularity as all three limbs experience the case in Fig. 4(a) . Thus the point on z-axis with α a = α b , usually over the platform, cannot be the rotation center. This is singularity can be avoided by designing the platform size larger than the base when going to apply this mechanism to applications in which the rotation center is needed to be over the platform.
In addition to these, other singularity configurations can be identified by setting the determinate of the Jacobian matrix J equal to zero. This is demonstrated in the workspace analysis.
CONTROLLABLE WORKSPACE OF THE 3-(RT) G3 P(RT) G3
METAMORPHIC PARALLEL MECHANISM
maximum rotation angles of the reconfigurable Hooke joint
Before getting the workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism, the physical limitation of the rT joint needs to be solved, which relates to two maximum rotation angles of the two axes of the rT joint as in Fig. 5 . As in Fig. 5(a) , the ring part of the rT joint can rotate about the radial axis with a maximum angle α rmax from the symmetrical configuration which can be over π/3 determined by the detailed mechanical design. The maximum rotation angle α bmax about the bracket axis from the symmetrical configuration is a little less than π due to the mechanical interference. This gives reference on the joint constraints in the workspace analysis and an example is given in the next section. 
Controllable workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism
Workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism is a 3-D region in the space of the platform coordinates, relating to three rotation angles between the global coordinate frame and the platform coordinate frame. The threeangle orientation representation with tilt-and-torsion (T&T) angles [19] gives a good way on this as it takes full advantage of the mechanism's symmetry. Thus, the T&T angles are used in this paper and the workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism is represented by the sets of Based on the result in section 2.1 that the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism has controllable rotation centre, thus its workspace will be changed following the rotation centre change, such that it is controllable. In order to obtain the rule of the workspace changing, some special points P i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on the z-axis are chosen to investigate the rotation ability of the mechanism around them. As shown in Fig.  6 , point P 1 is over the platform while point P 2 and point P 4 are on the platform and the base plane (formed by the three base rT joint centers) separately, point P 3 is between the platform and the base while P 5 is under the base. The corresponding geometric parameters to these points are listed in Table 1 including the base-rT-joint angle α a , platform-rT-joint angle α b and the distance Δh i from the rotation center P i to point P 3 following (8) .
In addition to the rotation center, the rotation workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 parallel mechanism depends on three parts: limited link lengths, mechanical limits on the passive joints and link interference. The limits of link lengths are the actuation limitation: d min ≤d i ≤d max , (i = 1, 2, 3). The mechanical limits on the passive joints are the rotation angles of the rT joints as α rmax and α bmax . Links interference can be calculated for corresponding mechanism configuration. To illustrate the controllable workspace, a numerical example is given below. The geometric parameters of the working model are taken as base radius r b =2, platform radius r a =1, actuation range 1.2≤d i ≤4, (i = 1, 2, 3), maximum radial axis rotation angle α rmax = π/3, maximum bracket axis rotation angle α bmax = 8π/9.
By giving a torsion about z-axis, the platform point P 0 (0,0,1)
T has loci on a unit hemisphere centered at the mechanism rotation center based on further tilt motion as in Fig.  7 . In order to clearly compare the workspace change with different rotation centers, the hemisphere is projected on the x-y plane as in Fig. 7 . This is then used to demonstrate all the possible workspace of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism as in Table 1 . Table 1 , four torsion angles (0, /6, /4, /3) in columns are chosen to investigate the rotation workspace associated with the five selected rotation centers listed in rows.
In general, all workspace shows a symmetric representation which correctly demonstrates the symmetric parallel mechanism geometry constraint. In Table 1 , all the workspace configurations have been checked with singularity analysis based on the Jacobian matrix in (11) as shown in red. It can be seen that only the first column has red points indicating that when the platform has torsion about z-axis there will be no singularities. This is due to that the three constraint forces in the Jacobian matrix J are redundant for being in the same plane while intersecting at the rotation center. This happens when there is no torsion about z-axis and the platform rotates about the line perpendicular to one of the three limb planes, which can be seen from the three intersecting red lines in the first column.
Comparing in column, it can be found that the parallel mechanism has the largest workspace when it has rotation center at point P 3 which is between the platform and the base. The workspace decreases gradually when changing the rotation center from point P 3 to both positive (points P 2 and P 1 ) and negative (points P 4 and P 5 ) directions of z-axis. Comparing in rows, it is seen that the workspace decreases gradually when increasing the torsion angles about z-axis. The decreasing rate increases more when the rotation center is further to point P 3 . This demonstrates the workspace change with the controllable rotation center of the 3-(rT) g3 P(rT) g3 metamorphic parallel mechanism, which gives reference for further optimal design for variable applications.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented reconfiguration, singularity and workspace analysis of a metamorphic parallel mechanism consisting of three reconfigurable rTPrT limbs. The configuration change of the rT joint lead to the mobility change of the mechanism from pure translation to pure rotation and to three translation and one rotation. Following this, the paper focused on the pure rotation topology of the metamorphic parallel mechanism. Geometric parameters and inverse kinematics were presented simply and the rotation center controllability was investigated. Parameter relations were formulated to describe the rotation center change. Based on the limb twist screws, Jacobian matrix was built and corresponding singularity configurations were identified. Further to these, rotation workspace of the metamorphic parallel mechanism was illustrated using torsion-and-tilt Euler angles based on the rT joint rotation range and limb actuation constraints. Variable workspace associated with different rotation centers was compared and it was found that the mechanism has the largest workspace when the rotation center is between the platform and the base in the given numerical example. 
